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1. INTRODUCTION 
Macroeconomic models are typically represented asa nonlinear dynamic system of simultaneous 
algebraic equations, containing both "behavioral equations" with unknown parameters and 
identities. With less developed countries (LCDs), the investigator confronts erious data avail- 
ability problems--time s ries are short and often incomplete. It is therefore important to develop 
methods to determine the parameter values which exploit he information present in all available 
observations--both complete and incomplete. This is not possible within the standard stochastic 
simultaneous equations model---see, .g. Amemiya[2] or Hausman[3]--due to the order of the 
numerical integrations involved (Hartley[1]). Instead, we formulate a deterministic analogue 
and exploit he methods of quasilinearization a d identification of Bellman, Gluss and Roth[4] 
or Bellman and Roth[5,6] to treat arbitrary configurations of incomplete data. 
We propose a three stage procedure. In Stage 1, we determine a parameter vector which 
minimizes a quadratic loss function in the observed endogenous variables. A "missing data 
updating condition" is employed to "fill in" incomplete ndogenous variables iteratively; 
whereas missing exogenous variables are treated as additional parameters. A singular value 
decomposition (SVD)----see Golub[7]--of the relevant Jacobian matrix is employed to monitor 
the uniqueness of the resulting model calibration. A nonunique calibration will often result from 
Stage l--implying an equivalence class of parameter values, all of which have the same 
(minimum) loss function value, but which may result in different predictions of the consequences 
of a given policy of interest. If so, the investigator must either proceed to Stage Two, and 
attempt o extract more information from the available data to resolve the parameter inde- 
terminacy; or to Stage 3, in which simplifying assumptions are adopted, before repeating 
Stage 1. 
In Stage 2 we exploit the fact that in a nonlinear system the derivatives of the solution 
with respect to the model's predetermined variables will also depend on the structural parameters. 
We do this by minimizing the "distance" between (1) a Taylor series approximation to the 
restricted reduced form (using the "policy vector" of interest as the point of expansion), and 
(2) a corresponding unrestricted polynomial approximation, while restricting the parameter 
vector to the equivalence class of Stage 1. Step up procedures to higher-order approximations 
and multiperiod policy vectors are possible in principle, but may be constrained at present by 
computer technology. Numerically, this involves subjecting the structural model to more com- 
plex types of perturbations than in Stage 1, and through their effect on the solution vector, 
providing the investigator with additional information on the structural parameters. 
In Stage 3 we entertain three types of simplifying assumptions before returning to Stage 
1. These include (1) using various models to "fill in" missing exogenous variables on the basis 
of those observed; (2) a priori specification of certain parameters; and/or (3) model respeci- 
fication to a "simpler" structural form. 
In each of these, to preserve the generality of the approach, we require only that a solution 
for the endogenous variables be computable for given parameters and predetermined variables. 
Our systems approach, however, extends "standard practice" calibration methods for com- 
"tThis is a substantially shortened version of Hartley[l]. 
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putable general equilibrium models [which employ only the data for a single "benchmark" 
year (Mansur and Whalley[8])] by utilizing all available incomplete time series data. 
2. STAGE 1 
We consider a deterministic macroeconomic structural model given by the set of N implicit 
algebraic behavioral equations and identities: 
f(y*, y,_~, x ,  0) = 0, (2.1) 
where y* is an N-vector of solution values, y,_ ~ is an N-vector of lagged endogenous and x, a 
K-vector of exogenous actual values. The N-vector of functions, f, is assumed known and 0 is 
an M-vector of unknown parameters to be determined. We assume that for given f, y,_ ~, x, and 
0, a solution of the form 
y~ = g(y,_,, x ,  0) (2.2) 
is computable. The actual values of the endogenous variables 
y, = y* + e, - g(y,_~, x,, 0) + e, (2.3) 
then define an N-vector of discrepancies, e,, relative to any 0. 
Consider first the case of complete data, {(y,, x,):t = 1 . . . . .  T} and Y0. We wish to 
choose 0 such that {y*} approximates {y,} as "closely" as possible, and adopt the quadratic 
loss function 
1 T 
Q(0) = ~ ~ [y, - g(y,_~, x,, 0)] '  • W,. [y~ - g(y,_,, x ,  0)], (2.4) 
t= l  
where W, is a suitable N x N weighting matrix (Hartley[l]). Following the methods of quasi- 
linearization and identification (e.g. Bellman and Roth[6]), we minimize Q(0) with respect o 
0 and y*, and consider the equations 
T 
q(0)  = aQ(0._..___)  ~, j ;  . w , .  (y, - y*) = 0, (2.5) 
aO ~=, 
where J, = (ay*/aOm) is an N x M Jacobian matrix. We rewrite (2.5) in "stacked" notation 
as 
J (0 ) ' '  W(0) .  [y - y*(0)] = 0, (2.6) 
where J(O)' = (J;) is M x NT, W(0) = diag(W,) is ArT x NT, and y = (y,) and 
y*(0) = (y*) are both NT × 1. 
Given 0 ¢°), our simple (Stage 1) algorithm for iteration n = 1, 2 . . . .  requires (1) iterative 
replacement of y*(0) by a linear Taylor series approximation around 0 I"), i.e. 
y*¢~) + ~") • (0 - 01~)), and (2) solution of the resulting linear system in 0 for the next iteration's 
value. This leads to the modified Gauss-Newton algorithm (Hartley[9]), 
0 I~+Z) = 0 (") + k ~") • [J(n)' • V¢ ~n) .  d~")] - I  • [J~")' • W ~) • (y  - y* f~) ) ] ,  (2 .7 )  
where ~(n) is a suitably chosen step-size parameter (Berndt et al. [10]). 5" Implementation requires 
tNormally, k'" = 1. However. if necessary, we assume an appropriate h.'"'-search will determine a 0 '~-t, such 
that {Q"" "} is monotone decreasing. 
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(M + 1) "passes" through the system within each iteration--one to compute y*'"' and M to 
calculate the numerical partial derivatives in J~"'.~" 
In most LDC applications the data base, Y = (y,), Y0 -- (Y0,) and X = (x~) is incomplete. 
Let D - (d,~), do = (do~) and C -- (c,~) indicate the pattern of available data in which d, .  do, 
and c,~ are 1 or 0, depending upon whether the corresponding y,, y~, or x,~ is observed or 
missing, respectively. For every missing y,:  we employ the simple missing data updating con- 
dition,.?. 
v,i = 1~'*~"~ if d~i = 0 with 1 < t < T, (2 .8 )  / t t  , - -  - -  
sequentially within each iteration--replacing each missing value by its solution value relative 
to the prevailing calibration 0 {"~. This eliminates the discrepancy e{, "> from the loss function 
Q{"', while permitting a solution for y*2'~' in the next period. Let N* = E~ d,~ denote the number 
ofy , /s  observed in period t, and let R, denote an N* × N selection matrix, with zeros in each 
row except for the column i associated with an observed y,, which is unity. Thus u, = R, • Yt 
and u *{"~ = R, • y*{"~ define the N* observed endogenous variables and corresponding solution 
values in period t. Also, we require J*~"~ = R," J~,"~ and W *~"' = R~. W', "~. R/.§ We then 
obtain a modified parameter updating formula, 
0 '"+'~ = 0 '"~ + h/"'- [J*{"~' • W *~" ' .  J*{"']- • [J*'"" • W*'" ' .  (u - u*~"')], (2.9) 
in stacked notation analogous to (2.7), where to account for a possible rank deficiency, A-  
denotes a generalized inverse of A (Rao and Mitra[16]). 
Implementation of (2.9) requires a complete set of Y0 and X values for the state of the 
dynamic system. Missing Y0, or xtk values are treated as additional parameters. Suppose there 
are 0 < M~ = E~ (1 - d0~) -< N missing Y0~ values and 0 - M~ a = Y~ (1 - c,~) -< K missing 
x~ values, t = 1 . . . . .  T. We then replace the M × 1 parameter vector, 0, by the M + M A 
vector, [0 '0a ' ]  ' where 0 a is the M a = Er=0 M a element vector, [0601 "'" 0~-]', and each missing 
element satisfies a restriction of the form 00,, = Y0~ (if d0~ = 0) or 0,,, = x,~ (if c,k = 0). In 
this case the Jacobian matrix J*~"~' in (2.9) will have a patterned form (due to the parameter 
restrictions) and will be of order (M + M A) × (NT)*, where (NT)* = E,r=~ N* is the total 
number of observed endogenous variables over all periods. 
Given the arbitrary configuration of missing data given by do, D and C, the investigator 
may be unable to determine a pr io r i  whether the resulting model calibration 
0 I°l = l im~ 0 ~"~ is unique. Clearly, the Hessian matrix, H *("~ - [ J * ' " "  • W* ' " '  • J*~"q. must 
be of full rank, with J*~"~ suitably augmented if Yo or {x,} are incomplete, n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
Thus, if (M + M a) > (NT)*, 0 I°l will not be unique. However, if (M + M) a <- (NT)* ,  it may 
not be possible by analytical methods to determine the uniqueness of 0 {°1. Thus, to evaluate the 
numerical rank at each iteration, as well as calculate the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of 
H*'"' in (2.9), we employ a singular value decomposition (SVD)--see Golub[7] or Golub and 
Reinsch[ 17]. An appropriate SVD for J*'"' is 
J(NT). × {M + M a) = A(N?3. × {,,,7 3. " I,..I(NT)* × (M + M A) " B m -.~t , x ,~t - M ) (2. ~0) 
where A ~"~' • W *~"~ • A ("~ = I ,  B ( "~ 'B  ~"~ = I ,  and A ("~ can be represented as 
(2.11) 
,'tThis places a clear premium on using efficient algorithms tosolve (2.5) for y* (Dennis and Schnabel[l 1]). In 
most computable g neral equilibrium (CGE) models, the Jacobian matrix. J~ = (bf by*). is sparse. See. e.g. ScarfIl2]. 
Drud[13] and Nepomiastchy and Ravelli[14] for discussion ofefficient, sparse matrix algorithms. 
~If the {e,} were stochastic and normal, (2.8) would result in the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm 
(Dempster t al. [15]) for incomplete data. 
§Missing y,, values may also require modification f the weighting matrices W, (Hartley[l]). 
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where P~"' is a diagonal ml°l'"'-order matrix of positive elements--the "'singular values" of 
J*'"'. Substitution of (2.10) in (2.9) yields the formula 
0 ~"+t' = 0'"' + ~, ..... B ~"'. A ~"'-I • A .... • W* .... (u - u*'"'). (2.12) 
where A(,~-~ is defined by replacing P("~ by P("'- ~. This permits calculation of 0 t°l in less-than- 
full-rank situations, and upon convergence, informs the investigator of the number, 
m (°1 = lim,,__.= m I°]~"', of functionally independent parameters within 0 I°l. 
If m (°l < (M + Ma), there is an equivalence class, E,  of parameter values, 0, each of 
which produce the same (minimum) loss function value, Q(0101) = QiOl. Thus 
-= = {0:Q(0) = Qt01}. Use of the SVD results in a "'unique" value from -=, viz., 0 l°] has the 
shortest length, (0' 0) R -'. However, as different members of _= may result in different predictions 
of y for the same y_ ~ and x values, to resolve the indeterminacy the investigator must either: 
(1) proceed to Stage 2 and attempt o extract more information from the same data set, (2) 
simplify the model (Stage 3), or (3) wait for more data to fit the present model. 
3. STAGE 2 
In Stage 2 it is convenient to let zt denote an L-vector (K -< L --< N + K) of the relevant 
lagged endogenous variables and all K exogenous variables,t and let g(z,  0) denote the 
solution vector. As g is presumed to be highly nonlinear in z,, in general its derivatives with 
respect o z, will also be functions of 0. We attempt o exploit this fact by minimizing the 
distance between the parameters of (1) a Taylor series approximation to the restricted (model- 
based) reduced form, and (2) an unrestricted polynomial approximation to the reduced form, 
while requiring that 0 lie within the Stage 1 equivalence class, Q(0) = Q(01 = Q(010J). The 
former requires a priori selection of the point of expansion, z*, for the predetermined variables. 
An attractive choice is z* -= [yrx~-÷ ~]', relative to the last sample value, Yr, where xr.  ~ is the 
"policy vector" and assumptions of interest o the investigator. We consider (here) only a first- 
order approximation model, though generalization to higher-order approximations and/or mul- 
tiperiod policies, which may yield further information about 0 via more complex calculations, 
have been considered elsewhere (Hartley[l]). A first-order approximation with a single-period 
policy illustrates the basic ideas. 
Consider a first-order Taylor series approximation to thereduced form around z*, 
Og(z*, 0) 
y, = g(z*, 0) + • (z, - z*) + el I1 ~- y,I~l + el~l, (3.1) 
Oz~ 
which may be "reparametrized" as
y, = "no + I I t . ( z ,  - z*) + el tl - H I~j. pl 'l + el ~l. (3.2) 
Here "n0 = ('no,) = g(z*, 0) = (y*) denotes an N-vector of predictions from a given z* for 
any 0, whereas I1~ ~ ('n~i~) = 0g(z*, 0)/Oz, = (Oy*/Oz,~) denotes the N x L matrix of impact 
multipliers relative to z*. Thus, in (3.2), 1-I m = ['n0II~] are the linearized reduced form pa- 
rameters associated with the L + I vector of regressors, p~ = [1 i (z, - z*)']. Ignoring the 
implied parametric restrictions relating H I~l to 0, we obtain the unrestricted linear approximation 
(3.2), corresponding to the restricted version (3.1). The idea is to minimize the "'distance" 
between~0(0) and 1-I~(0) of (3.1) from least squares estimates of their unrestricted counterparts, 
"no and Hi, in (3.2), while requiring O to satisfy Q(O) = Qi0( 
Consider the case of complete data. We adopt the quadratic loss function, 
1 .V 
Qr~J(z*, 0) = 2"  ~ [~I'1 - 4r!Jl(z*" 0 )1 ' '  ~I '1 - ' '  [,2r,}~/ - 4rl~l(z *, 0)1, 
t= l  
(3.3) 
+Not all lagged endogenous variables, y _ ~, need be present within g(y,_ ,. x, 0~. 
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where ¢t,. (z*, 0) = [g~(z*, 0) ~ c~g,(z*, 0)/az'] denotes the ith row of the matrix of restricted 
parameters in l-lIU(z*, 0) and ~!.u = [p tu ,p iu ] -  ~ . pIUy.~ denotes the unrestricted least squares 
estimates of the ith equation of (3.3), i = 1 . . . . .  N. The inverse of the weighting matrix is 
then given by ~!u = s~ • [ptu p[u]- i ,  where s~ = (I/T)5~, (y,i - p[!l . ~!.u)-. Thus T must 
exceed L + 1 to calculate the ~!]1. Let qtU denote the M-vector of f'trst partials, 
aQ(U(z *, 0) ~ 
qIU(z*, O) -= aO = ~ j[)i, . ~'!u-~ . [~!.u _ ~r!.U(z,, 0)], (3.4) 
i= l  
where j!~l, = a,tr!!l(z,, O)/aO -- [ag,(z*, O)/aO ~ a:g,(z*, O)/aOOz'] is an M x (L + 1) 
Jacobian matrix. We then define the Lagrangian function, 
A(0, ~b) = QtU(z*, 0) - ~b • [Q(0) - Q[01], (3.5) 
where ~b is a scalar "multipl ier", with first-order conditions, 
aA 
a--o = qtU(z*' 0) - + .  q(0) = 0, (3.6a) 
aA 
m = ~_ .  a(b Q(0) - Q[01 0. (3.6b) 
We wish to solve (3.6a) and (3.6b) for given z* and Qlm, where Q(0), q(0) and qtq(z*, 0) are 
unknown but computable functions. 
Following the same quasi-linearization methods, we replace y*(0), ¢tm(z *, 0) and Q(0) 
by linear expansions around 0 ("), and ~b • (y - y)*, within d~ • q(0), by a linear expansion 
around both 0 ~") and (b ("), evaluating all remaining functions of 0 at 0 ~") (see Hartley[l] for 
details). The result is the modified algorithm, 
q("  . q , , , ° ,  . 
+'"+')J = L+'"'J o 
_ Q( , )  (3.7) 
where 
U[tl(,) = j{u~,)' . ]~HI-1 , j[ll(,) + ~b~,) . jr,), . W(,) . j(,). (3.8) 
Inspection of (3.7) and (3.8) reveals that a Stage 2 iteration requires the solution sequence 
{Y*(")};itsfirstpartials, 3~") = (dY,*("qa0,,)--asinStage l;plusthesolutionvalues,y, *(") = gi(z*, 
0(")), at z*, their first partials with respect o 0 and z, i.e. agi(z*, o<"))/a0, and dgi(z*, 0('))/ 
az, respectively; and the second-order cross partials, a~g~(z *, 0)/00 dz. This amounts to 
3 x ML  + M + L + 1 additional model solutions within each iteration n, over and above 
the (M + 1) • T already noted for Stage 1. This may suggest skipping Stage 2 in problems of 
large dimension and proceeding directly to Stage 3. This will depend on the current state of 
computer technology and the available research budget. 
Analogous methods as in Stage 1 can be developed to treat arbitrary configurations of 
incomplete data (Hartley[1]). The missing data updating condition (2.9) is applied to missing 
y, 's ,  while missing Y0~ or X,k values augment he parameter vector 0 and Jacobian matrix, 
JtU("L To accommodate a rank deficiency in the bordered Hessian matrix in (3.6), we first apply 
partitioned inversion formulas and then calculate U u](")- of (3.8) (suitably augmented) using 
an SVD. Its numerical rank, m ttl, by virtue of (3.8), must satisfy the inequality, 
m t°l -< m ul -- (M + Ma).i" If m lu = (M + MA), we have achieved a unique calibration. If 
not, higher-order approximations and/or multiperiod policies, {Yr, xr+ t . . . . .  Xr+s}, may, in 
principle, be employed. Here we note that an rth-order expansion requires (r + 1)-order nu- 
tThus Stage 2 will usually increase the number of functionally independent parameters; and the SVD "'informs'" 
the investigator whether this is the case. 
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merical derivatives; whereas an sth-order multiperiod policy requires only first partials of g- -  
albeit sequentially for each period--see Hartley[l]. Otherwise, we must proceed to Stage 3, 
where various simplification strategies may be considered. 
4. STAGE 3 
We arrive at Stage 3 either (1) directly from Stage 1 with a calibration 0 I°t having 
m I°t < (M + M A) independent elements, or (2) from Stage 2 with a calibration 0t~l (given z*) 
with m I~l < (M + M a) independent parameters. In either case the SVD "'informs" the inves- 
tigator that 0 cannot be uniquely determined from the present use of available data, and the 
model must be simplified. We consider three possible procedures: (1) calibrate certain of the 
missing x,k and/or Y0i values from those observed, (2) fix certain of the elements of O, or (3) 
choose a "simpler" model f. We then return to Stage 1. 
In procedure (1) consider X = (X.~) -= (x[) = (.r,k). The simplest univariate procedures 
involve methods of interpolation or extrapolation of separate time-series, using the observed 
values (c,~ = 1) to estimate those missing (c,~ = 0). For example, Lagrange interpolation 
polynomials could be used. Univariate time series models (Box and Jenkins[18]), polynomial 
time trends, etc. may be entertained. Alternatively, multivariate methods for x, could be used. 
For example, if the x,. were taken as normal, N(IX, E), then Ix and E can be estimated from 
available data and the missing x,k values can be estimated from the conditional mean, given 
those values observed in period t. For Y0i, missing values could be estimated by backwards 
extrapolation from the {y,}. In both situations a preprogrammed library of "filling-in" options 
for missing x,k or Y0~ values permits the investigator to return to Stage 1 with a reduced M A 
value due to various indicators, c,~ and/or do,, being "'reswitched" from 0 to I. 
Alternatively, in procedure (2) we may shrink the dimension, M, of the parameter space 
by fixing certain elements of 0 based on other studies, the prior beliefs of the investigator, etc. 
If experimentation with (1) and (2) fails to provide a unique parameter vector with plausible 
results from Stages 1 or 2, the remaining option is to simplify the model specification, f to 
one involving fewer parameters. This requires more parsimonious parametrizations of the in- 
dividual behavioral equations and/or adopting a model of less overall complexity--often by
aggregating sectors of production, institutional types, etc. An extensive discussion of a taxonomy 
of macroeconomic models of the computable general equilibrium class (Scarf and Shoven[ 19]), 
which permits ystematic simplification strategies, is discussed in Hartley[1]. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper considers the problem of calibrating the parameters of a macroeconomic model 
under arbitrary configurations of available data. This problem is frequently encountered with 
LDCs, where time series span different periods and often contain gaps. As data are scarce, we 
seek methods which use all available data--both complete and incomplete observations. Standard 
econometric methods based on stochastic models are not easily adapted to incomplete data, and 
the latter must be discarded. This restricts the scope of estimable models and their potential for 
policy analysis. 
Instead we propose an interactive three stage systems approach applicable to a deterministic 
analogue. In Stage 1 we minimize a quadratic loss function involving the observed endogenous 
variables and their corresponding solution values. Missing endogenous variables are iteratively 
replaced by their solution values--and thus are jointly determined with the parameters, while 
missing state variables are treated as additional parameters. We use the SVD to handle less than 
full rank situations and to monitor the number of independent parameters. Upon convergence, 
a rank deficiency defines an equivalence class of parameter values, and to resolve the indeter- 
minacy, we must proceed to Stage 2, where a second criterion is invoked. 
In Stage 2 we take advantage of the two representations of approximations to the reduced 
form--an unrestricted polynomial approximation i  the predetermined variables and a restricted 
(structural) Taylor series expansion of the same order. We estimate the former by least squares 
and search for the structural parameters within the Stage 1 equivalence class that bring the 
restricted parameters as close as possible (using a quadratic loss function) to their unrestricted 
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counterparts. Higher-order approximations and multiperiod policies may be invoked, and missing 
data are handled as in Stage 1. As SVD is again used to monitor uniqueness of the calibration. 
Interaction between the investigator, the data base and the model specification occurs in 
Stage 3, where various simplif ications may be employed before returning to Stage 1. These 
include filling in certain of the missing data based on those observed, fixing certain of  the 
parameters a priori, and/or  adopting a "s imp ler "  model with fewer parameters or a more 
aggregate specification. This stage involves an inevitable subjective aspect - -hence the "ar t "  
of model bu i ld ing- -as  the investigator iterates between Stages 1, 2 and 3 in search of a 
parsimonious specification which makes full use of the available data under plausible simplifying 
assumptions. 
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